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The woiX smveyed in this paper is joint work with B.P. SQIIlillcljer and W. Couzy from the Centre for Mathematics 8l1d Computer Science in Amsterdam. Pull details may be found in the references [7]-[11]. 
Ow- starting point is the convent!ooal s-stage RK method far the initial-value problem 

(1.1) ~"' f(y(t)), y(to) "'YO, 

defined by 

y(I)= Yn+h ± l.ij f(YO>), i • 1, ... , s: 
J•l 
• 

Y11+I "'Yn + h l: bJ f{Y(J)), n = 0, l, .... 
Ja! 

a11 au 
(1.2) --b~---------b;- . 

The general sttucture of the Runge-Kutta-typc methods considered in this paper is a direct generalization of this conventional method. We introduce k-dimensional block vectors Y ••the components of which are mimerical approxlmat!ons to the exact solution values: 

Y n+I :., <Yn.i. Yn.2• ·•· , Ya,Jc)T, 

whm Y!N denotes a numerical approximation to the exact solntion value )'(t,,+c;h). We shlllJ. asSUI!lt that C)f=l, while the other values of_cj are allowed to be any real number. Thus, tlie last component of the block vector Yn+I always provides an approximation to y(tn+t)- The vector c:..(ci) will be calkd the block point vector. For scalar ODEs, we now define the s-stage block RK (BRK) 11Ulthod 

I 

A1 Au A11 y(i).,A1Yn +h L Au f(Y{j}), i = 1, ... , s; 
j•l 

I 

Y n+l = BoYn + h k B j f(Y<i)), n = 0, 1, ••• , 

A, A.1 A., 
J•l 

(1.3) ---..... ~--·-~·-- Yn+l :• (tk)Tyn+t. 
Bo B1 B. 

where the matrices Ai, A1J• Bo and BJ respectively are r-by-lc, r-by-r, k-by-k and k·by-r mattices, ei: denotes the kth unit vector, and where we use the convention that for any given vector v•(v;), f(v) denotes the vector with entries f(Vj). The method (1.3) can be considered as the block analogue of (1.2). It is straightforwsrdly extended to systems of ODEs and therefore also to nonautonomous equations. In order to stmt the method, one needs the initial vector Yo, which requires as many swting values IUJ there are distinct values '? (j=l,. .. ,k). If c=e, e being the vector with unit entries, then only one starting value is needed. In fact, in this CMC, the BRK method reduces to a one-step RK method providing k approximations to y(1n+1). We define the order of BRK methods by the order of Yn+l· 
The method is explicit if the matrices Au vanish for j<:i, diagonaily-impllcir if the matrices A;J vanish for j>i and if the matrices Aii arc diagonal, and implicit otherwise. In this survey, we restrict our considerations IO explicit and diagonally implicit methods. For such methods, the r components of the 
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block vectors y(i) can be computed in parallel Hence, if r processors are available, then the required 
computational time per integration step is at most the time needed for computing s block components 
sequentially. We define the optimal number of processors as the number of processors for which !he 
number of (sequential) block component evaluations per step ls minimal. In !his connection, we remark 
that often less than r processors are needed for implementing the BRK method. 
In the explicit and diagonally-implicit case, the representation (1.3) is very convenient for implementing 
the method on a computer, because the actual code is a direct translation of the scheme (1.3) and the 
insrructions for the computer in order to exploit the built·in parallelism of the method are obvious. 
Conversely, by representing a given method in BRK format, it is readily seen whether the method is 
suitable for use on a parallel computer or not 
Below we present examples of methods from the literature which have been constructed for use on 
parallel computers. We shall use the BRK notation defined above and we give the order p and the 
number of processors needed for implementation. 

Method of Miranker and Liniger {16]. Explicit, two-processor method which seems to be the first 
method construeted for parallel solution of initial-value problems: 

1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 I 0 

0 0 0 1 
(1.4) 

________________ .... ____ ......... 
e c (·l, 0, 2, 1)T, p=4, k=r=4, s=l. 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 ·1/3 4/3 8/3 -5/3 

0 0 0 l 1/24 -5/24 9/24 19/24 

Method of Worland [21]. Explicit two-processor method based on the PECE mode of a predictnr of 
Shampine & Watts (19] and the Clippinger-Dimsdale coirecror [31: 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1/3 1/3 1/3 0 1/4 -1/3 13/12 

0 1/3 1/3 1/3 0 29/24 -3 79111+ 
c • (-1/2,0,1/2,l)T, p•k=r-4, s:2. (1.S) --.... ---.... -.... - ........ _ .... _ ................ --------------, 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 5/24 0 0 1/3 ·1/24 

0 0 0 0 0 0 116 0 0 2(3 1/6 
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Mulll-block method of Chu and Hamilton {2]. Explicit two-processor method based on the PBCE mode 
of a PC pair using full bloclc methods: 

(1.6) 

0 

0 1 

5 -4 2 

28-27 6 9 

0 1 • l/48 13/48 13/48 -1/48 

0 1 0 1/6 2/3 1/6 

BRK: method not derived from PC pairs [7]. Explicit twO·pl'OCeSIOI' lllethod requirlng two starting 
vallK\$: 

(1.7) 

1 0 0 

0 0 

O 1-a a 

----··1----------. 001 0 0 0 
5 

0 0 1 0 ~ 0 
7 7 

0 0 1 -!+a J-a 1 

a• 4/3 ± ..J'i37i2; c = (0, 1, l)T, p=3, k=Po3, s-1. 

DJRK method of &erlts and N"1'!1ett [13]. Irstablc, dlagonally-impliclt two-processor method: 

1(2 0 

1 0 2/3 

1 -512 512 l/l 0 

-513 4fJ 0 213 
(1.8} - ---·--·-·----- , c = e, p=4, k-1, r-&•2, 

-1 312 -1 3/2 

l. Conltruction of higb-clrdet' methods 

The order of the ~mentioned methods do not exceed p=4. In !his section w., outline !ho 
construction of higher-order methods. We distinguish methods nqulrlng only one 1tartin1 value (RK 
methods) and methods requiriJlg &eYcnl atsnlng v8lues (mWtiatq> methods). 

2.L RX metbodll 

Let <?iJ bo tho i-by-j null mlllix, Jct A be a given r-by-r mattix, lct B ml D be r-by-r diaf>D8l niatrlces, 
let b bC a given vector of dhnenslon r, and let 0 and e RSpOCl!vely denolD die null and umt vector whose 
dimension should be clelr from the~ ill which it Is ll8ed. Setting ko=a, we define the matrices 
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A;: = (O ... o e}, l,. 1, ..• , s; Bo:= (0 ..• O e); O :"'Orr: 
(2.la) 

B1:=(b ••. OOO O)T, Bp•(O bO ... OO)T, ... , Bs:=(O ... OOOb)T, 

and we consider BRK methods generated by the Butcher-type array 

A, 
(2.lb) -

Bo 

B 
C D 
0 A-D D 
0 OA-DD 

0 0 A-D D ., _____ ..... _.._ ........... _ .... _ .. ___ ........ , c = e, 
B1 . Bs-2 Be-1 Be 

with Yn+I defined by (1.3). Evidently, this tableau iienerates a particular family of DIRK methods providing k approximations to the true solution y(tn..1). IfB=D-0, then (2.1) reduces to an explicit RX (ERK) method. It is readily verified that (2.1) originates from iterating the r-stage RK method 

(2.2) Y = Yne + hAf(Y), Yn+l =yn + hbTf(Y). 

(for details of the iteration process we refer to (8) and [10)), The method (2.2) will be called the genera tin~ corrector fomwla. Usually, this corrector formula is an implicit RK method, but the considerattons below also apply to the case where (2.2) is an ERK method. 
In the following subsections, we construct matrices A, B, C and D and a vector b such that the components Yn,i ofYn+I provided by the BRK method (2.1) have orders p-s+i, i=l,. .. s. Thus, we shall construct a pth-order DIRK method with embedded formulas of orders p-1, ... , p-s+ 1. We start with explicit methods, i.e., B=D=O. 

2.1.l. ERK methods 

We summarize the results we obtained for parallel ERK methods (cf. [8]). For that purpose, we nc::ed the notion of the number of sequelllia/ stages (or, as it was termed by Tuerles and N1<1rsett [13], the number of effective stages). 

Definition 2.1. An ERK method is said to require s sequential stages if ilie computation time requ.ired for evaluating all right-hand sides in one step is s times the computation time required by one right-hand side evaluation, assuming that sufficiently many processors aie available. o 
Thus, if B=D=O, then (2.1) is an ERK method requiring s sequential stages. In the paper of !series and N!!tselt, the following theorem was proved: 

Theorem 2.1. ERK methods of order p ne<::essarily require at least p sequential stages. a 
This assertion led N!!rsett and Simonsen [17) to pose the problem whether it is always possible to find ERK methods of order p using not more than p sequential stages, assuming that sufficiently many processors are available. Such methods were callc::d optimal in (17). 

Definition 2.2. An ERK method is called optimal if its number of sequential stages equals its order. a 
For p:S4, the above problem can (of co=e) be answered positively and for p=<5 Nl!ltsett and Simonsen mention a 6-stage, 5th-order method of Butchc::r possessing 5 sequential stages. For higher-order ERK methods, the following theorem [8] solves the problem posed by N1<1rset1 and Simonsen; 

Theorem 2.2. If B=D=O, C=A, and if the corrector formula (2.2) is of orders, then the method defined by (2.1) is optimal and the components Yn,i of Y n+I have orders I, i=l, .... s. a 
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For any even p there exist RK methods of order p ~uirin.g p/2 s111ges (Gauss-Lcgendie methods) and for any oddp then: existRKmethodsoforderprcquirlng(p+l)/2 stages (Radau methods). Using these methods as genenttin:g comcior formula (2.2), we have 1n (2.1) r-=((p+l)/2], where [.J denotes the integer part function, and we are led to the corollary: 

Corollary 2.L There exist optimal ERK methods of any orderprcquirlng [(p+l)/2) processors. a 
In order to demonstrate that the use of parallel com)?utcrs may save computing time, we CO!llpire the 'parallel, iterated' RK (PIRK) methods of this section with the so-called 8(7) method of Prince and Dormand [18). According to [6] this method Is nowadays generally considered as one of the lllOlt efficient methods with automatic ~psize control for TOL-values approximately in the: range 10-7 lD 10·13. We compaxc the DOPRIS code, as given by Hairer. N~rsett and Wanner [6], with the PIRK method based on the Gauss-Legendre c=ctors of orden 8 and 10. To let the comparison of the DOPRI8 code a.nd the PIRK codes not be influenced by a different stepsi.zc strategy, we equiped tho PIRK codes with the same strategy. Th~ codes are ~vely denoted by PIRK8 and PIRKHJ. As test problem we take the equation of motion (cf. Problem BS from [12]): 

(2.3) Y2' = -y1y3, 

y3' = - .Sly1)'2. 

y1(0) .. 0, 

y:z(O)~ 1, Oi:tsT. 

y3(0) = l, 

In Table 2.1, we have listed the values .tl.\N, where 6. denotes the number of correct decimal digits at the endpoint (i.e., we write the maximum norm of the error at t=T in the form lo-&) and where N denow the total number of sequential rlgl.!t-hand side evaluations pe:rformed daring the integration process. For tolerances. TOL running from I o-s up to 10-12 we list the values of N which were found for a number of values of A. 

Table 2.L Values of N for Problem BS from [12) at T=20. 

Method 

DOPRI8 
PIRK8 
PIRK10 

2.L2. DIRK methods 

415 576 728 898 1133 1422 1817 294 381 534 728 961 1172 1746 
252 297 357 426 580 730 920 

Our main results for parallel DIRK methods of the form (2.1) with D..O obtained ln {10) are summarized below. 
Since the bulk of the computational effort required by these methods goes into the solution of the s-l systems of equations, we define: 

Definition Z.3. A DIRK method is said ID requires sequenlial srages lf the computation time reqllircd for .solving all systems of equations in one step is s times the computation tim.e i:equired by solving one system of equations, assuming that sufficiently many processors m available. a 
Thus, if both Bend D do not vanish, then (2.1) is a DIRK method requiring s sequential stages. IB=O aad 0,.0, then s-1 sequential stages are required. The following theorem determines the order of the approximations Yn~: 

Theorem 2.3. If the corrector f0%!11ula (2.2.) is .of order p*, then the components Yo) of Yn+l defined by the method (2.1) have orders Pi• t•l, ... , s which are given by: 



Type IA. l: B...O, C=A-D 
Type IB.l: B=D. C=A-D 
Type IB.2: B=D=diag (Ae), C=A-D 
TypeIC.l: B..O 
Type IC.2: B=O, D=diag (Ae-ce)) 
Type IC.3: B=O, D=diag (A~)), DA,,.,A2e 

=> pi=min{p*,i} 
=> p1=min{p*,IJ 
=> pj=minlp*,i+l) 
=>pi=min p*.i-1).~ 
=>p1=min{p*.i} 
=>p1=min(p•J+lJ. a 

Since Yn+1==Yn/• it follows from this theorem that Type IC.3 methods are the most efficient ones 
because orderp· requires only p•-1 sequential stages. Unfortunately, in genaal Type IC.3 methods are 
not A-stllble. The following corollary of Theorem 2.3 can be proved[lO]: 

Corollary 2.2. The onier of A·stable Type IC methods cannot exceed their number of sequential stages 
plus 1, unless bT])•l[I-AD-l]s+2Ce=(), a 

Thus, in order to construct a DIRK method of Type IC of order 4, at least 3 sequential stages are 
required, whereas the X...stable, fourth-onier DIRK method (1.8) of Iserles and Nfllr&Ctt requires only 2 
sequential stages. On the other hand, (2.1) also generaies formulas of orders 3, 2 and 1. However, 
man: important is the possibility to generate embedded methods of orders higher than p"'4 possessing 
quit favoW'llblc stability propel'lles. F"U'St we consider the case where D bas constant diagonal elements. 
This case allows a theoretical analysis. Analogous to an acalysis by W olfbrandt [20) of SDIRK methods 
(that is, RK methods with constant diagonal in the Butcher tableau}, stating that for l:S:~ lllld pm8 the 
stability function of SDIRK methods of order p and requiring p stages is L·stable, and for p=7 and 
9:S:pslS it does not (see [l, p. 248] for a summary of Woltbrandt's result), we anivi: at the thcon:m: 

Theortm 2.4. Let the corrector fmmula (2.2) be of order p"'•s, then there exist values of d such that the 
Type IB.l methods uc L-stable for 1Ss:S6 and s=8. a 

Within lhe class of methods with D=dI, it is possible to consttuct (at the cost of an additional sequential 
stage) lllill higher-order L-stablc approximations. This can be achieved by choosing the corrector 
foanula (2.2) such that J>-ATe, (so-called stiffly acwrate com:ct.oc fommla) and we have to defme Yn+I 
by Yn+P•(e,.)TfC•), Let us call these methods a Type Il method. First we state the analogue of 'I'heorcnl 
2.3 for Type n methods: 

Theorem 2.5. If the corm:ror fonnula G.2) is of order p• and satisfies b=A Te,, then the order of Yn 1 ls 
given by Theorem 2.3 and Yn+1:m{e,.)Ty'C1) is also stiffly ll<lCU?llte with orderp given by: ' 

TypeIIA.l: B=O,o.A-D ==> p=minip•,s-1} 
TypeIIB.l: B-D,C,.A-D => pmr:nin p*,s-1} 
Type IIB.2: :S-D-diag {Ae), C=A-D •> p"'lllln!p"',s} 
Type IIC.1: B=O -> p=min p• .s-2} 
Type IIC.2: B=O, D-diag (Ae-Ce)) -> psmin { jl"' ,s-1} 
Type llC.3: B=O, D"Cll.ag(Ae-Ce)), DAe=A2e -> p=min{p*,s). a 

The n!8ln stability r=lts obtained for the Type II methods me given by 

Theorem 2.6. If the corrector formula (2.2) is stiffly accU111.tc (b=ATer) and has ocdcr p•=s-1, then thcro 
exist values of d tuch that : 

(a) Type IIA.l methods an: L-stable for l ~ and S=9. 
(b) Type IIB.l methods me L-stable for 1SSS9 lllld sall. a 

We illustrate the performance of the medlods by integrating a test problem proposed by Kaps [1981]: 

(2.4) ~3·(2+!.)y1+ 1)12, W•y1-Y2(l+Y2), y1CO)•n(O)•l, Ostsl, 
e e 

with exact solution y1=cxp(-2t) and n=cxp(-t) far all values of the pnramctcr e. We tested several 
corrcctOl'S and all t)'IleS of methods which are L-stablc. In Table 2.2 the values of A are listed (cf. Table 
2.1). Notice that the Type II methods iequlre a stiffly llCC1ll'llt<: corrector (such as the Radau II formulas) 
and that L-atablc, seventh-order methods m: only possible within the family of Type IlB methods. In 
all experiments we observe the phenomenon of order reduction (if p is the ordt:r of the method, then, on 
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halving the step si:ze, the value of A should increase by .3p if no order reduction is exhibited). Roughly speaking, we see a xeduction by one order. 

Table 2.2. Values of l!. for problem (2.4) at 1'=1 with e>=J0-2. _____________ ,.. ___________ ., _____________ ,._., ____ .. _____ ,. _______________ 
Type Corrector Order h=l/4 h=l/8 h=l/16 h=l/32 h=l/64 Seq. Stllges Proc. -------.... ----------·------------------------------------------IB.l RadauIIA 3 3.9 4.7 5.4 5.8 6.4 3/h 2 Gauss-Legendre 4 3.0 3.7 4.4 5.2 6.0 4/h 2 ExplicitRK 4 3.1 3.8 4.5 5.3 6.1 4/h 4 RadauIIA 5 3.5 4.3 5.2 6.2 7.4 srn 3 Gauss-Legendre 6 3.2 4.1 5.0 6.2 7.5 6/h 3 --------------------------------------------------------------------IIA.l RadauIIA 3 3.6 4.3 4.9 5.6 6.2 3/h 2 RadauJIA 5 3.8 4.5 5.3 6.3 7.5 5/h 3 --------------------------------------------·---------------------·· 1m.1 Radau IlA 3 4.2 4.6 5.2 5.9 6.7 4/h 2 Radau IlA 5 6.2 5.6 6.1 6.9 8.0 6/h 3 RadauilA 7 4.3 5.2 6.2 7.7 9.4 8/h 4 

We also considerul Type Il methods with matrix D possessing distinct diagonal entries. From Theorem 2.5 and by means of computer calculatioos found: 

Corollary 2.3. Let the corrector formula (2.2) be defined by the r-stage Radau IIA formula, and let s=2r-l, then the Type IIC.3 methods have 0Idc:rp=2r-l, they~uire p-1 sequential stages, and they arc A(ap)·stable where a3 .. 'lr/'2, a~ - rr/2- 310-3, rz.1- x/2- 410-. a 
Thus, by using distinct diagonal values we can save a sequentlal stage. 
We conclude this section with a comparison of the various DIRK methods available in the literature and those discussed in this piiper. The methods designed for panllel computation are indicated by PDIRIC. Effectively, all methods in this survey 111e SDIRK methods. The order range of the embedded formulas m. listed in the column beaded with Panb· _______________ ,. _________________ ..... ________ ,,,.., ______ 
Method p Stages Seq. st. Processors Stability Pemb Refet'cn~pccification 
..... _________ ,. ___________ ., _______________ ,. _______ 
SDIRK Po"3 p-1 p-1 1 A-stable Nllt'SCtt[l97~ SDIRK p"'4 p-1 p-1 1 A-stable Crouzicx [I 6J, Alexander [1977] SDIRK p=3 p p I S-11111ble <p Cash f1979l, Cash&. Liem f1980j SDIRK pm4 p+l p+l 1 S-stable <p Cash 1979 , Cash & Liem 1980 PD IRK p-4 p p-2 2 L-stablc p-1 lscrlc& & N!!rsett [1988] PD IRK pS6 ps p 

I~l~l 
L-stable <p 'fYpe IlA. l, DcdI PDIR.K tr-'8 ps 

p~l Lrstable <p '!)'pc !IA.I, DcdI PD IRK p.!>8 W+l~ L-stable <p 'IJPe DB. I, D""1I PD IRK p=lO +1 p+l L-stable <p Type DB.I, 0-dI PD IRK p=3 ps p 

!~!I 
ija~stable <p ~ DB.2, a=87.47 PD IRK 

~=~ ~~~~· /.1 
a -stable ;!i IlB.2, a=89.12 PDIR.K A.:stablc Type!IC.3 PDIR.K p=:S ·ls p-1 ~~-stable (2,p-!J :!)pe IlC.3, a.=89.997 PD IRK p=7 -1 s p-1 a -stable [2,p-IJ Type IIC.3, CX=89.9S9 ------------·------------........ ----------.. ------·-.. --·-
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l.2. Multlstep methods 

We coosider the special two-stage method 

_l I~---~·, c"e: Yn-1-1=AYn+hBf(Yn)-thCf(Yn+1) . . Ata c 
where A, B and Care arbitrary k·by-k matrices (here, r=k). Unlike the RK methods of the preceding sections, not just one component of' Y n plays a role in dtls scheme, and therefore it belongs to the class of multistep method&. 
The order coodtions for metboru; of the above special two-stage fonn arc oxttemely simple: 

Theorem 2.7. ut the emir vutors CJ be defined by 

Cj := A(c - e).l -r j[B(c - e)l·l -t Cci-1] - ci, j = 0, 1 ..... 

Then order p is obwned if the error vectors q vanish for j = 0, l, .... p. a 
In this theorem powers of vectors are meant to be componentwise powers. The above order conditions are sufficient conditions but often they are not all necessary (for a discussion cf. [9]). The block p<:int vector c plays an important role in the order conditions and by using thls vector, we can achieve higher order or better stability lhan is possible within the cl8S8 of block methods wh«C the abscissas tn+cjh are equally spa.ccd. 
In the following subsections we shall give examples of, respectively, explicit, diagonally-implicit, snd fully implicit methods. Based on these methods, and by means of predictor-corrector (PC) iteration, we can construct high-order explicit and diagonally-implicit BRIC methods (see Section 2.2.4). 

2.2.L Explicit BRK methods 

Explicit methods arise for C=O reducing the method to one-stage form: 

~~-i-· 
This method needs k starting values and on le-processor computers it mquires one sequential righthand side evaluation per step. Therefore, its computational complexity is comparable with that of explicit kstcp linear multlstep (LM) methods. For example, foc lc=2 we can consrruct the one-psrlllilCterfaxnily of third-order ERK methods (examples of higher-order methods up to order 7 can be found in [9]) 

(2.5) ----~-----l ____ t-·--·------, c = (c, l)T. c,. 1, p=3, k=2, s=l. c2(3-c) l-3c c1 c 
(f-C)3 (1-c)3 (1-c)1 (l-c)2 

5·3c -c3-r3c2..4 2-c (2-c)1 
{1-c)3 ~ (l-c)l (l-c)2 

For cS.1--13 and c~1+{3 this method is zero-stable and can be used as a method in irs own right For c=I±f6, this method has zero parasitic roots if h=O. Alternatively, the parameter c may be used for maximizing stability intervals (cf.[11]). 
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:u.2. Diagooally-lmplldt BRK methods 

Such methods arise when we set Coodiag( d). As before, this method needs k starting values and on k
processor computers it n:quiICs the solutioo of one sequential, implicit relation per step. Therefore, its 
computational complexity is comparable with that of implicit k·stcp LM methods. In this case, we can 
construct for k=2 a thtec·pamneler family of tblrd--order IMthods. The length of the formulu prevents 
us from pICSC!lting them he:re (sec [9]). In ch:is family there are several strongly A-stable merhods, of 
which one of them ls given below: 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

1(2 1/2 -914 -1/4 5/2 0 

0 -7/4 9/4 0 5/2 
(2.6) ------------' c"' (-1,l)T, p=3, k=s=.2, A·stable. 

1!2 lf2 -9/4 -1/4 5{2 0 

0 -7/4 9/4 0 5/2 

2.2.3. Fully implldt BRK methods 

We constructed fully implicit methods for use in PC-type methods. For k=2, we found the onc
parameter family of founb·order, zero.stable methods 

(2.7) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

-c3 c<fit+)6) ()~2~_:+§1 -c3 mr:cy -c ~ TI(f::c) 
{1-2c) -001+ lOc-3 3-2c 6c2. l 4c+ 7 

12(1-c)(2-c) 12C{1-c) TIC(k) 12(1-c)('Z-c) 
,____ -------. c = (c, 1), p"'4, k=s=2. 
~ c:(cl.(ic_+6) -c3 

\k)' -mr.CJ ~ ~ 
(1·2c) -6c2+10c-3 3·2c 6cl..14c+7 

12(1-c)(2-c) i2C(1-c) i2CcI=Ci u(1-c)(2-c) 

lfc=l-fi75, then the method becomes fifth-ooleraccurate. 

2.2.4. PC·typt methods 

Let the predictor be of one of the two forms: 

b I ~.J .. 
D lB F 

(2.8) I~ -· withF= 0, 
D E 

alld let the correcux be of the form 

(2.9) -~_l-~_8-. 
At B C 
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then we can constt11ct higher-stage methods by PC iteration. In choosing a PC pair, the block point 
vac!l)rs c should be identical. For example, the PC pair ((2.5),(2.7)) generates the 3-stage BRK method 

I~O D E 0 

(2.10) ~ ~---~--~-. 
which is fourth-order accurate for all values of c and xequil:es two sequential righthand side evaluations 
and two starting values. The same [ (2.5),(2.7)} pair generates the 4-stage, fifth-crder BRK method: 

I~ 0 
D B 0 
A B C 0 
A B 0 C 0 

..... - ---.. ---------·---' 
A B 0 C 0 

(2.11) ~1--1175. 

which requires 3 sequential righthand side evaluations. 
In this way, we can construct high-order methods in a relatively straightforward manner. However, as 
for most block methods, the stability of the higher-order methods offers a considerable problcm (see, 
e.g., Donelson & Hansen [ 4]). The highest order m<:thod we constructed so far is an explicit, stabilized, 
eighth-order, 3-stage method of the form (2.10) requiring four starting values and with real stability 
interval [-0.302, OJ. The matrices A, B, C, D and E in (2.10) a<c given by: 

(
0 1 0 OJ 0 0 0 l 

D := ~ .!ill. . fil . Uil , 
224 20 3S 3'.I. 

A ll1 .§lm.. • l 
343 12S l'.1.86'.1.S 3 

c .. (-1, 0, 5/2, t)T, 

E ·=(l ~7 9~ lJ . 32 8 3'.I. • 

1...1§._,lll. I 
49 2S l~ 
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U5. NUDlel"kal examples 
In Table 2.2 we compare the BRK incthods of the preceding S~tion 2.2. with method~ from. the 
literature (sec also Table 2.1 ). The methods arc grouped according to thctr k-valuc which mainly 
dCIClmincs the complltat:ional complexity. 

Table 2.2. Values of I:. for Problem B.5 from [ 12] at T=20. 

Scxiucotialrlghtb~nd ~----120·-240-·48(j""960"i9za·-;7·
T;;;1ep ,1.;,;.;:;.;r;h~;;;---1:2·1.'92:".53.i-··;-.1--2-·2--
~ Adams pair: PECB 1.2 2.0 2.9 3.8 4.7 3 2 
Oiu-Haiuilton mUlli·b1ock.nlclbod (1.6) • 3.3 4.7 6.0 7 .3 4 2 
BRK method (2.S): c--1 -"'6 1.6 2.6 3.5 4.4 5.3 3 2 
BRIC method (2.11) 2.5 3.9 S.5 7 .0 8.5 5 2 

Pi;~Jiei,-.Ac!.",,;.:i~btl;~-- ··--i3" "3.8". "4.8" "6.ii. "i.i .. 4. ·4--
Four-step Adan1s pair: PBCB 2.S 3.4 4.8 6.2 7 .7 S 4 
Miranm-Linigcrmcthod (1.4) 3.1 S.O 6.3 7 .2 8.3 4 4 
Sh~e-Wattsmethod(l.S) 1.9 3.3 4.6 S.9 7.2 4 4 
BRK.melhod.(2.12) 2.9 7.4 9.8 8 4 -----------------------
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